
Our innovative and growing company is hiring for a senior instructor. Thank you in
advance for taking a look at the list of responsibilities and qualifications. We look
forward to reviewing your resume.

Responsibilities for senior instructor

Help to ensure the relevance and appropriateness of OEF’s program over
time through iteration, innovation, and adaptation to changing conditions
Train dealers, technicians, and trainers on Volvo Penta products and services
related to gasoline, diesel, and automotive engines for marine and industrial
segments
Design, develop, and implement lesson plans and curriculum that works in
conjunction with e-learning materials to enhance the knowledge and
competency of service personnel in the industry
Update the student binders (each table of 6 students which have an
information binder that is routinely updated with security concerns both
client specific and open source - therefore internal memos / State department
news / newspaper articles)
Create exercise folders that are used during my presentation (8) in total
Verify and test all video equipment
Update new videos into the system for use during class presentation
Contact guest speakers (3) in total to verify date/ time briefing scheduled and
update their power point presentations into a share drive system
Schedule meetings with guest speakers / resources needed based on student
feedback
Meeting with PM / support staff

Qualifications for senior instructor

Example of Senior Instructor Job Description
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Experience as an intelligence analyst within the IC (preferably prior military
intelligence), including having extensive knowledge of IC Analytic Standards,
analytic tradecraft and methodologies, and experience in applying them to
resolve intelligence problems
Familiarity with military hierarchy, military terms and military acronyms
Proven ability to manage multiple projects on an aggressive timelines
Deployment experience as an intelligence analyst (preferably to Iraq,
Afghanistan or African theater)
Experience with other diagnostic or investigative techniques


